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IndEx

LÖWE bypass pruning shears
For the finer cut:
LÖWE bypass technology Page 26

Spare parts and accessories
All components of LÖWE pruning shears and loppers  
are replaceable and available individually – giving your  
tool a longer life

Page 44

LÖWE anvil pruning shears
Robust enough for every use: 
LÖWE anvil technology Page 10

LÖWE loppers
For any job:
Anvil and bypass loppers Page 36

roses/flowers

Uses      Key to technical features

viniculture tree nurseries

fruit growing forestry

horticulture

Suitability for given task

••• good ••• very good ••• ideal

for right- and left-handers

for right handers

easy-to-replace blade

ergonomic handle

rotating handle

adjustable handle width

GrEEtInG

back in 1923, my grandfather Walther Schröder came up 
with a pioneering invention – he designed and patented 
the world ś first anvil pruning shears. Under the name 
of LÖWE 1, the updated design of these original pruning 
shears remains part of our range to this day, and indeed 
is still one of the most popular of all LÖWE pruning shears.
Ever since then, the Original LÖWE principle of a drawing 
cut against a firm and solid base has been continuously re-
fined. It is still a feature of many LÖWE pruning shears and 
remains unsurpassed in terms of performance.

Today, we produce a wide range of anvil pruning shears and 
bypass pruning shears for professional use in viniculture,  
horticulture and fruit growing, as well as for many industri-
al applications under the Original LÖWE brand name.

The on-going development and manufacturing of our  
products stand at the core of our business. Here the very 
high quality of our shears forms the basis. So we manu-
facture all parts without exception in our Kiel plant –  
Made in Germany.

Throughout the world Original LÖWE is the trusted part-
ner for dealers and users alike. Many years of cooperation 
with sales partners have been very important to me and 
my whole team. Professionals throughout the world have 
appreciated the quality of LÖWE pruning shears for over  
90 years, in over 90 countries.

I hope you enjoy dipping into the Original LÖWE world of  
cutters – as every cut matters!

dear customers, business partners and friends of our Original LÖWE pruning shears,

randolph Schröder
Managing Director
Gebr. Schröder GmbH · Kiel
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OrIGInaL LÖWE cOatInG SyStEm 
fOr bLadE and bOdy

We have dealt a long time with the question whether to 
coat a beautiful ground or polished steel surface of our 
pruning shears or not.
 
Since the majority of our products are pruning shears for  
viniculture, horticulture and fruit growing, these are main-
ly used outdoors. Here the tools often have to face high 
humidity, so that bare steel surfaces can corrode unsightly.
 
Thanks to our new high-quality coating, as of now, all steel 
parts are optimally protected against corrosion, without 
changing the features of the steel. 

The light grey coating of the shears body parts (blade lever, 
anvil lever or counter blade) contains micro metal particles 
which create a valuable visual sand blast effect.

The dark grey coating of the blades additionally contains 
non-stick micro particles which facilitate the pruning and 
simplify the cleaning.
 
By the high-end, only 0.01 mm thick coating of the previ-
ously bare steel parts, we have further improved the quality 
of our pruning shears.

Original LÖWE, still a bit better – as every cut matters!

»  cOrrOSIOn prOtEctIOn, ruSt prEvEntIOn and nOn-StIck-cOatInG In  
 cOmbInatIOn WIth StEady hIGh-quaLIty StEEL GuarantEEd. «
 Graduate Engineer Randolph Schröder (Managing Director, Gebr. Schröder GmbH)

dark GrEy cOatInG:

features: 
corrosion protection, non-stick

used on all LÖWE blades

before

after

LIGht GrEy cOatInG:

features: 
corrosion protection

used on following parts:
Body:  LÖWE 6, 7, 8, 9
Anvil lever:  LÖWE 15, 20, 22
Counterblade:  LÖWE 11, 12, 14, 21, 31

before

after
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hOW WE makE Our prunInG ShEarS
OrIGInaL LÖWE – madE In GErmany 

Original LÖWE pruning shears stand for durability, robust-
ness and straightforward design. They are characterised by 
practical details, maximum efficiency and extreme durabi-
lity in everyday use. Every component in a pair of Original 
LÖWE pruning shears is designed, produced and assembled 
in Germany by highly special trained personnel.

The steel used in Original LÖWE blades is made to our own 
specifications in a German steelworks. The combination of 
this unique steel alloy and a hardening process tailored to 
its precise characteristics gives the blades their unrivalled 
strength. The latest CNC grinding machines coupled with 
precision hand grinding give LÖWE blades their outstandingly  
sharp cutting edge, while continuous quality control of 
all components throughout the entire production process  
ensures the absolute reliability of our pruning shears.

Permanently improvement of our shears is very important 
to us. 

Depending to the current application, our blades will be 
modified for highest resilience or maximum sharpness.

All Original LÖWE anvil pruning shears and all Original LÖWE 
loppers are made for highest resilience. These shears are  
ideal for cutting hard wood or thick branches.

All Original LÖWE bypass pruning shears are made for  
highest sharpness and are ideal for cutting soft woods and 
fibrous bark. The width of the cutting edge indicates the 
sharpness of the blades.

Which sharpness is best for the blade is determined by the 
type of shears and their application.

The higher a blade is hardened the sharper it can be ground.  
A very sharp blade offers an easier cut, but the cutting edge 
is not that resilient.

The blades of Original LÖWE bypass pruning shears are very 
hard and have a very sharp cutting edge. For this reason 
they cut very easily, but the resilience is not as high as 
of Original LÖWE anvil pruning shears and Original LÖWE  
loppers.

These relations we diagram on the next page by our  
hardness matrix and our sharpness system.

A wide array of factors thus come together to create our 
unique cutting tools, which are the instruments of choice 
for professional users all around the world.

hardnESS matrIx OrIGInaL LÖWE bLadES

SharpnESS SyStEm OrIGInaL LÖWE bLadES

30°

10 µm

5 µm

1 µm

0 µm
scale 1:2500

56 hrc (hardness testing rockwell):
high hardness and highest resilience

• all LÖWE anvil pruning shears
• all LÖWE anvil loppers
• all LÖWE bypass loppers

ideal for:

• hard wood (e. g. apple, citrus, olives)
• thicker branches

60 hrc (hardness testing rockwell):
highest hardness and high resilience

• all LÖWE bypass pruning shears

ideal for:

• soft wood (e. g. wine, new shoots)
• thin branches
• fibrous wood, fibrous bark

hardness

highest resilience, high hardness
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higher resilience  
 

 
 

     higher sharpness

56 hrc 58 hrc 60 hrc

Original LÖWE performance graph

highest 
sharpness, high 
resilience

highest hardnesshigh hardness

highest 
resilience

high 
resilience

width of the cutting edge:

The sharpness of the blade results from the width of the cutting edge.

approx. 10 µm = 0,01 mm

• sharpness of an anvil blade with 56 HRC 
• resilient even in very hard wood

approx. 5 µm = 0,005 mm

• sharpness of a bypass blade with 60 HRC
• not resilient in very hard wood

approx. 1 µm = 0,001 mm  •  sharpness of a razor blade

0 µm = 0,000 mm  •  theoretical optimum sharpness
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OrIGInaL LÖWE IntErnatIOnaL dIStrIbutOrS

Our international distributors and encouraged dealers 
take good care for a worldwide availability of our products 
in more than 90 countries, providing our Original LÖWE  
products – top class pruners, loppers and cutting tools.

Please find the contacts in alphabetical order per country 
on our website: 
www.original-lowe.com/distribution-partners.

certified as an aEO (authorised Economic Operator)
Authorised Economic Operators are particularly reliable and trustworthy international  
merchandise management partners. Certification stands for high standards of quality and 
safety and a transparent corporate culture founded on trust.

Scan and fInd yOur dIStrIbutIOn  
partnEr Out Of OvEr 90 cOuntrIES  
WOrLdWIdE. 

Social encouragement for us means to be aware of the  
responsibility towards the community, getting active and 
giving support to other organizations which are doing social 
engaged practical work, too.

To us it lies at the heart supporting local and international 
projects at the same time as well as we care for our employees.
Our company is future orientated conducting a sustainable 
growth with regard to society and environment. 

Furthermore we support various youth sports divisions in our regional area and contribute  
with this support to healthy activity and sporty society.

cOmpany IdEaLS and SOcIaL rESpOnSIbILIty

drachensee foundation 

For many years we coope-

rate with the Drachensee 

Foundation (Stiftung Drachensee). The Drachensee  

Foundation is one of the biggest social institutions in the 

province of Schleswig-Holstein that provides a differentiated 

choice to people with disabilities. The institution offers  

620 recognized workshop places at 3 locations in Kiel. In the 

department for metal working approximately 45 employees 

assemble Original LÖWE pruning shears and cutters for  

industry and trade.

plan International deutschland e.v.

Since 2006, we have assumed spon-

sorships for children in Africa, Asia, 

Central and South America. Today we 

support a total of 40 children.

Plan's vision is of a world in which 

all children realise their full potential in societies that  

respect people`s rights and dignity.

Through our sponsorship at Plan we want to help that  

children grow up healthy and develop freely. We offer our 

sponsored children the chance of an education, medical  

assistance and participate with joy in their development.

ronald mcdonald house kiel

The Ronald McDonald House in Kiel is a 

beautiful villa made of red brick, which 

provides a temporary home to families 

with seriously ill children. While the  

diseased children are treated in the 

neighboring University Hospital, their 

families live in one of the apartments of the house and can 

accompany the treatment at close range.

Since 2012 we sponsor the apartment no. 5 in the Ronald 

McDonald House in Kiel. Consistently we have positive  

experiences in which families and their children will be helped 

and our social commitment becomes a matter of the heart.

eco-power certificate

Since 2012, we get our power completely 

from renewable energy sources. In this 

case the power generation takes place in 

alpine water power stations at 100 %. 

Neither climate-damaging CO2 emissions, 

nor nuclear waste or other pollution emerge. 

Here, too, with this decision our company accepts the  

responsibility for our environment, human being and nature.
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Original LÖWE anvil pruning shears

LÖWE 2 LÖWE 5

LÖWE 6 LÖWE 7 LÖWE 8 LÖWE 15

LÖWE 1

» thIS LÖWE anvIL prunEr IS thE mOSt  
 rELIabLE tOOL I EvEr had. ExcELLEnt! «  
 Bongile, Cape Town, South Africa, uses LÖWE 1.104

soft plastic handle always  
sits well in the hand

internal flat spring tested with  
at least one million cuts

steel body

the LÖWE blade: hard, tough and  
sharp; with coated surface; corrosion 
protection; non-stick

polished chrome provides  
perfect rustproofing

the anvil: softer than the blade,  
for perfect interaction

safety catch

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

draWInG cut aGaInSt a SOLId baSE

The LÖWE principle of a drawing cut against a solid anvil has been tried and tested millions of times over since 1923.  
It permits particularly easy cutting and is both proven by and popular with professional users everywhere. Unlike  
bypass pruning shears, where the two blades glide next to each other, with anvil pruning shears the blade cuts down  
on a flat base, the anvil.

the advantages of LÖWE anvil pruning shears

»  perfect power transmission

»  suitable for use with even the toughest woods

»  suitable for both right- and left-handers

»  no cutting impact 

»  less cutting force required

»  gentle on the hand and wrist

»  minimal maintenance, worn-out components are easy to replace

thE LÖWE ranGE Of anvIL prunInG ShEarS
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LÖWE 1 thE WOrLd’S fIrSt anvIL prunInG ShEarS

Our standard model, tried and tested millions of times over, and versatile enough to use for a wide range of jobs:

»  highly durable, for use with any kind of wood

»  the world’s standard tool for viniculture, horticulture and fruit growing

1
LÖWE

» thIS LÖWE 1.102 IS my  
 abSOLutE favOurItE aS It  
 cOmbInES functIOn and  
 cLaSSIc StyLE. «  
 Fridolin Klemm, gardener,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 1.102

All spare parts of the LÖWE 1 models can be found on page 44.

LÖWE 1.102 anniversary Edition

Classic design without plastic handles, decorated with ornaments

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1“270 g L

••• ••• •••••• •••

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1“270 g L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 1.101
Classic design without plastic handles

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1“290 g L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 1.104 

Standard model with plastic handles

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “285 g M

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 1.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1“320 g L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 1.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories
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All spare parts of the LÖWE 2 models can be found on page 45.

2
LÖWE

» I am faScInatEd  
 by thE EaSE Of prunInG  
 WIth my LÖWE. «  
 Andrew Jamieson, olive grower,  
 Australia, uses LÖWE 2.104

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “295 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

Standard handle shape

LÖWE 2.104

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “280 g S-M

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 2.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

The following LÖWE pruning shears are available with continuously  
adjustable handle width: LÖWE 2, LÖWE 6, LÖWE 7, LÖWE 8, LÖWE 9

LÖWE 2 
anvIL prunInG ShEarS WIth cOntInuOuSLy adjuStabLE handLE WIdth

advantages of the continuously adjustable handle width:

»  suitable for hands of any size

»  reduces hand fatigue by changing parts of hand on which pressure is exerted

»  significantly prolongs working lives of blade and anvil, since wear can be  
 spread evenly by adjusting the handle
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5
LÖWE

All spare parts of the LÖWE 5 models can be found on page 46.

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 5 thE WOrLd’S SmaLLESt prOfESSIOnaL anvIL prunInG ShEarS

»  amazingly easy cutting thanks to short, slim blade
»  effortless cutting of branches with a diameter of up to 16 mm
»  ideal for fine cutting to finish a job

»  fits comfortably in the hand, particularly recommended for small hands

»  also available with a pointed blade for accessing branches and shoots in tight locations

»  ideal for carrying around thanks to low weight and compact dimensions

17,5 cm | 6 3/4 “ 16 mm | 5/8 “190 g XS

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 5.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

17,5 cm | 6 3/4 “ 16 mm | 5/8 “190 g S

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 5.104 

Standard handle shape

17,5 cm | 6 1/4 “ 16 mm | 5/8 “220 g S

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 5.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

18 cm | 7 “ 16 mm | 5/8 “185 g S

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 5.124 with pointed blade

Ideal for accessing branches in tight locations

18 cm | 7 “ 16 mm | 5/8 “180 g XS

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 5.127 with pointed blade and ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

» my LÖWE 5.127 I EvEr havE On hand  
 aS I can uSE It fOr SO many appLIcatIOnS  
 and It fItS SO nIcE In my pOckEt. «  
 Juliska Klemm, gardener,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 5.127

» my LÖWE 5.127 I EvEr havE On hand  
 aS I can uSE It fOr SO many appLIcatIOnS  
 and It fItS SO nIcE In my pOckEt. «  
 Juliska Klemm, gardener,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 5.127
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6
LÖWE

ergonomic handle 

hardened-steel body, coated surface; 
corrosion protection

precision bearing; 
nut for rapid blade replacement  
without dismantling shears

the LÖWE blade: hard,  
tough and sharp;  coated  
surface; corrosion  
protection; non-stick

tried-and-tested shears spring

anvil, softer than the blade for  
perfect interaction

safety catch

screw for rapid replacement  
of anvil

    continuously adjustable handle width, 
always fits well in the hand 
(adjustment screw on the back)

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 6 anvIL prunInG ShEarS fEaturInG SupErIOr tEchnOLOGy

»  classic anvil pruning shears shape    »  continuously adjustable handle width

»  easy-to-replace blade   »  slim cutting head

All spare parts of the LÖWE 6 models can be found on page 47.

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 25 mm | 1 “240 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 6.104 

Standard handle shape

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 25 mm | 1 “240 g S-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 6.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 25 mm | 1 “280 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 6.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

SupErIOr tEchnOLOGy

LÖWE 6, LÖWE 7, LÖWE 8 and LÖWE 9 – special features for the most 
exacting requirements:

»  continuously adjustable handle width

»  external blade position for rapid replacement

Externally positioned blade
Simply attached with a single nut for quick and easy replacement. 
No need to dismantle the shears.

» thE prEcISIOn IS unIquE!  
 It makES prunInG pErfEct. «  
 Sören B., landscaper, Botanical Garden,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 6.104

» thE prEcISIOn IS unIquE!  
 It makES prunInG pErfEct. «  
 Sören B., landscaper, Botanical Garden,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 6.104
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7
LÖWE

LÖWE 7 
anvIL tEchnOLOGy pLuS bypaSS GEOmEtry, ShOrt cuttInG hEad

»  short cutting head and slim blade for easy cutting

»  continuously adjustable handle width

»  easy-to-replace blade

combines the advantages of anvil and bypass pruning shears:

»  prevents the branch slipping out
»  extremely easy cutting

»  drawing cut against fixed base plate (anvil) at curved blade shape 

thE bESt Of bOth WOrLdS:
anvIL tEchnOLOGy pLuS bypaSS GEOmEtry
LÖWE 7, LÖWE 8, LÖWE 15 and LÖWE 22: the perfect solution for your requirements, thanks to their durable  
construction and slim, tapered design 

the advantages of anvil pruning shears
thanks to the drawing cut against a solid base:

»  extremely easy cutting

»  easier to use thanks to the handle’s narrow opening angle

»  ideally suited for harder woods

»  minimal maintenance

»  no cutting impact 

the advantages of bypass pruning shears
thanks to the curved blade and slim design:

»  ideally suited for cutting in difficult-to-reach areas

»  prevents the branch slipping out of the blades

»  makes cutting close to the main stem possible

All spare parts of the LÖWE 7 models can be found on page 48.

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “235 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 7.104  

Standard handle shape

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “235 g S-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 7.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

20 cm | 7 7/8 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “270 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 7.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories
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8
LÖWE

LÖWE 8 anvIL tEchnOLOGy pLuS bypaSS GEOmEtry

»  drawing cut against a solid base coupled with curved blades

»  extremely precise cutting technology, even in difficult-to-reach areas

»  durable enough for use with even the hardest woods

»  slim design means shoots can be cut very close to their base

»  continuously adjustable handle width

»  easy-to-replace blade

combines the advantages of anvil and bypass pruning shears:

»  prevents the branch slipping out
»  extremely easy cutting

»  drawing cut against fixed base plate (anvil) at curved blade shape 

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “250 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 8.104 with curved blade 

Standard handle shape

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “250 g S-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 8.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “290 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 8.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

All spare parts of the LÖWE 8 models can be found on page 49.» I havE trIEd SEvEraL prunErS In my OrchardS. 
 thIS LÖWE 8 SurpaSSES thEm aLL. «  
 A. Lutro, orchardist, Lofthus, Norway, uses LÖWE 8.107
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15
LÖWE

LÖWE 15 cOmpact anvIL prunEr WIth curvEd bLadE

»  compact design, slim, pointed
»  lightweight
»  good balance (not top-heavy)
»  locking of the fastener adapts to the wear of blade and anvil

combines the advantages of anvil and bypass pruning shears:

»  prevents the branch slipping out
»  extremely easy cutting

»  drawing cut against fixed base plate (anvil) at curved blade shape 

» Our aSpIratIOn IS vEry hIGh.  
 thErEfOrE WE OnLy uSE bESt quaLIty tOOLS. «  
 P. Rodriguez, winegrower, Argentina,  
 uses LÖWE 15.107

self-locking fastener ensures  
maximum safety

stainless-steel spring to lock  
the fastener

strong bearing

technical spiral spring

blade with coated surface;  
corrosion protection; non-stick

ergonomical handles

anvil, softer than the blade for perfect 
interaction

anvil lever with coated surface; 
corrosion protection

anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 15.104
Standard handle shape

••• ••• •••••• •••

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 25 mm | 1 “195 g M

LÖWE 15.107
With ergonomically shaped handle

••• ••• •••••• •••

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 25 mm | 1 “190 g S

All spare parts of the LÖWE 15 models can be found on page 50.
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Original LÖWE bypass pruning shears

LÖWE 9 LÖWE 11 LÖWE 12 LÖWE 14 LÖWE 16

» OrIGInaL LÖWE prunErS  
 SImpLIfy Our daILy WOrk.  
 thE quaLIty prOvES EvEry day. « 
 Farm workers, near Cape Town, South Africa,  
 use LÖWE 1.107 and LÖWE 11.104

prEcISE cuttInG, aS bLadES GLIdE paSt Each OthEr

Bypass pruning shears produce a clean cut that is gentle on the plant, as the blades glide past each other. 
They are ideally suited for finer work and use with delicate or fibrous woods that require a cut with less cutting force.  
Their design allows shoots to be cut off flush at the base.

depending on the model, our bypass pruning shears are equipped with a variety of special features:

» suitable for hands of any size

» external blade position for rapid replacement

» extremely lightweight

» precision cutting head with optimised geometry

» chamfered cutting edges prolong the lives of the blades

» continuously adjustable handle width

thE LÖWE ranGE Of bypaSS prunInG ShEarS

Anvil pruning shears     bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories
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9
LÖWE

LÖWE 9 bypaSS prunInG ShEarS fEaturInG SupErIOr tEchnOLOGy

»  blade with coated surface; corrosion protection; non-stick
»  anvil lever with coated surface; corrosion protection
»  easy-to-replace blade
»  continuously adjustable handle width

advantages of the continuously adjustable handle width:

»  suitable for hands of any size

»  reduces hand fatigue by changing parts  
 of hand on which pressure is exerted

Anvil pruning shears     bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “245 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 9.104 

Standard handle shape

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “245 g S-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 9.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 22 mm | 7/8 “285 g M-L

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 9.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

All spare parts of the LÖWE 9 models can be found on page 51.

» On LÖWE prunErS I apprEcIatE thEIr  
 unLImItEd pErfOrmancE at LOWESt nEEd  
 Of rE-SharpEnInG and maIntEnancE. «  
 J. Wannagat, perennial gardener,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 9.107

» On LÖWE prunErS I apprEcIatE thEIr  
 unLImItEd pErfOrmancE at LOWESt nEEd  
 Of rE-SharpEnInG and maIntEnancE. «  
 J. Wannagat, perennial gardener,  
 Kiel, Germany, uses LÖWE 9.107

(adjustment screw on the back)
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11
LÖWE

12
LÖWE » GErmany mEEtS arGEntIna:  

 IntErnatIOnaL vItIcuLturE SpEcIaLIStS  
 aGrEE abOut OrIGInaL LÖWE prunErS. «  
 S. J. Montigny (Bretzenheim, Germany),  
 A. Vollmer (Mendoza, Argentina)

stainless-steel spring to lock  
the fastener

self-locking fastener ensures  
maximum safety

shock absorber to minimise  
cutting impact

lightweight spiral spring with  
linear force progression

precision bearing with lubricant 
chamber for long-term self-lubrication

blade with coated surface;  
corrosion protection; non-stick

precision cutting head with  
chamfered cutting edges to prolong  
the lives of the blades

finger recess for cutting  
thin branches

counterblade with coated  
surface; corrosion protection

sap groove for continuous  
self-cleaning of blade All spare parts of the LÖWE 11 and 12 models can be found on page 52.

LÖWE 11 / 12 mOdErn, LIGhtWEIGht dESIGn

»  extremely lightweight thanks to high-grade materials and optimised design
»  precision cutting head with optimum geometry for precise, easy cutting
»  high-quality, fibre-reinforced plastic handle

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “210 g M

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 11.104
Standard handle shape

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 20 mm | 3/4 “180 g S

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 12.104
Standard handle shape

21 cm | 8 1/4 “ 25 mm | 1 “275 g M

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 11.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 20 mm | 3/4 “250 g S

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 12.109 with rotating handle

The rotating handle reduces the strain on the hand and wrist

Anvil pruning shears     bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories
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LÖWE

» On LÖWE prunErS I LIkE mOSt thE hIGh-End fInISh and thE  
 ExtrEmE LaStInG Of thE bLadES SharpnESS. aLSO thE prunInG  
 rESuLt IS ExcELLEnt. «
 B. Schabert, nursery Foreman, Lorenz v. Ehren, Hamburg, Germany, uses LÖWE 14.104

All spare parts of the LÖWE 14 models can be found on page 53.

Anvil pruning shears     bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 14 cOmpact bypaSS prunEr

»  compact design, slim, pointed
»  lightweight
»  good balance (not top-heavy)

»  blade with wire cutter
»  lowest cutting impact by dual shock absorber

LÖWE 14.104
Standard handle shape

••• ••• •••••• •••

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 22 mm | 5/6 “180 g M

LÖWE 14.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

••• ••• •••••• •••

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 22 mm | 5/6 “180 g S

self-locking fastener ensures  
maximum safety

stainless-steel spring to lock  
the fastener

technical spiral spring  
with  linear force progression

strong bearing

lowest cutting impact  
by dual shock absorber

wire cutter

ideal cutting geometry;  
blade with coated surface;  
corrosion protection; non-stick

ergonomical handles

counterblade with coated  
surface; corrosion protection

sap groove for continuous 
self-cleaning of blade
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» cut  &  hOLd prunErS frOm OrIGInaL LÖWE arE Our abSOLutE  
 fIrSt chOIcE bEcauSE In rOSE prOductIOn thE rELIabILIty Of  
 thE EquIpmEnt IS vEry ImpOrtant. «
 Yuouk, Ethiopia, uses LÖWE 16.104

All spare parts of the LÖWE 16 models can be found on page 53.

Anvil pruning shears     bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

nEW

LÖWE 16.104
Standard handle shape

•••

LÖWE 16.107 with ergonomically shaped handle

With handles curved inwards, ideal for small hands

•••

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 12 mm | 1/2 “200 g M

19 cm | 7 1/2 “ 12 mm | 1/2 “200 g S

SpEcIaL prunErS WIth "cut  &  hOLd" functIOn fOr appLIcatIOnS  
In rOSES and OthEr fLOWErS

These pruners with Cut  &  Hold function combine a finest precision pruning with solid hold function after cutting. 
Stable clamping jaws hold the flower stem securely for taking out the flower off the bed and present it or place to 
store. Very useful in rose-production. Available in two different handle shapes for regular or smaller hand sizes.

LÖWE 16  
cut  &  hOLd rOSES and fLOWErS prunInG ShEar

16
LÖWE
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Original LÖWE loppers

LÖWE 20 LÖWE 21 LÖWE 22 LÖWE 31

» man, I LOvE that thInG! «
 Pecan nut farmer, near Johannesburg, South Africa, uses LÖWE 20.080

    ergonomic plastic handle fits 
comfortably in the hand

extremely strong, oval aluminium tube

screws fastening cutting head  
to handle

special super-strong steel, body with 
coated surface; corrosion protection

solid screw-locking device and  
hardened pivot bolt

precision-cut LÖWE blade, 
coated surface; corrosion protection; 
non-stick

anvil, softer than the blade for  
perfect interaction

Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

SupErIOr fOrcE and cuttInG tEchnOLOGy … fOr EvEry SItuatIOn

LÖWE loppers are available in anvil and bypass versions. In anvil models, the maximum opening angle of the handle 
with the shears wide open is 90°. This significantly simplifies their use in dense vegetation, as well as preventing 
overstretching of the arms. The loppers are available in a range of lengths to suit each particular use.

thE LÖWE ranGE Of LOppErS
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LÖWE

21
LÖWE

50 cm | 19 5/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “815 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 20.050 

Anvil loppers, length 50 cm

65 cm | 25 5/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “960 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 20.065
Anvil loppers, length 65 cm 

80 cm | 31 1/2 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “1.090 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 20.080 

Anvil loppers, length 80 cm 

100 cm | 39 3/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “1.280 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 20.100
Anvil loppers, length 100 cm 

LÖWE 20 anvIL LOppErS: maxImum durabILIty pLuS LIGhtWEIGht dESIGn

The success of the Original LÖWE principle of a drawing cut against a solid base has been proven in our loppers,  
too, permitting robust use despite their lightweight design.

»  the blade’s non-stick coating prevents rusting and stops debris sticking to the blade, as well as providing excellent  
 gliding properties

»  available in four different lengths

»  good access to cutting area without overstretching your arms

Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

All spare parts of the LÖWE 20 and 21 models can be found from page 54.

LÖWE 21 bypaSS LOppErS: prEcISE cuttInG pLuS LIGhtWEIGht dESIGn

The bypass loppers have a slim cutting head and are particularly suitable for delicate woods. 

»  the curved blade assists the drawing cutting movement

»  the blade´s high quality coating protects against corrosion and stops debris sticking to the blade

»  the coated surface of the anvil lever protects against corrosion

»  available in three different lengths

50 cm | 19 5/8 “ 40 mm | 1 5/8 “830 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 21.050 

Bypass loppers, length 50 cm

65 cm | 25 5/8 “ 40 mm | 1 5/8 “965 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 21.065
Bypass loppers, length 65 cm 

80 cm | 31 1/2 “ 40 mm | 1 5/8 “1.100 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 21.080 

Bypass loppers, length 80 cm 
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22
LÖWE

» a fantaStIc maStErpIEcE Of  
 GErman EnGInEErInG. «  
 Bob, Hastings, New Zealand, uses LÖWE 22.080

thE bESt Of bOth WOrLdS:
anvIL tEchnOLOGy pLuS bypaSS GEOmEtry
Our LÖWE 22 loppers combine the advantages of anvil technology and bypass geometry. 
This innovative combination is the perfect solution for every job. The best of both worlds, in fact.

»  the curved geometry of blade and anvil prevents the branch from slipping out

»  maximum cutting force combined with a precise cut that is gentle on the plant

»  good cutting capacity with a small handle-opening angle

»  easy cutting, as the branch sits close to the fulcrum

»  very durable

»  lightweight

»  minimal maintenance

»  available in four different lengths

Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 22 anvIL LOppErS WIth curvEd bLadE

Combining the advantages of anvil and bypass loppers makes the LÖWE 22 the best around:

»  the blade´s non-stick coating prevents corrosion and stops debris sticking to the blade,  
 as well as providing excellent gliding properties

»  the coated surface of the anvil lever protects against corrosion

»  easy cutting, even without leverage

»  maximum handle-opening angle of 90°

»  good access to cutting area without overstretching your arms

All spare parts of the LÖWE 22 models can be found on page 56.

50 cm | 19 5/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “930 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 22.050
Anvil loppers with curved blade, length 50 cm

65 cm | 25 5/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “1.070 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 22.065
Anvil loppers with curved blade, length 65 cm 

80 cm | 31 1/2 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “1.180 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 22.080
Anvil loppers with curved blade, length 80 cm 

100 cm | 39 3/8 “ 45 mm | 13/4 “1.375 g

••• ••• •••••• •••

LÖWE 22.100
Anvil loppers with curved blade, length 100 cm 
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LÖWE

» WhO WOrkS a LOt In GardEnS nEEdS thE bESt chOIcE Of tOOLS.  
 I nEvEr WOuLd dO It aGaIn WIthOut my LÖWE LOppErS. «  
 Kathrin Brenken, Martensrade, Germany, uses LÖWE 31.050

» WhO WOrkS a LOt In GardEnS nEEdS thE bESt chOIcE Of tOOLS.  
 I nEvEr WOuLd dO It aGaIn WIthOut my LÖWE LOppErS. «  
 Kathrin Brenken, Martensrade, Germany, uses LÖWE 31.050

    ergonomic, round plastic handles 
suiting hands comfortably

extremely strong, oval aluminum tube

screwed connection of cutting  
head to handle

rubbery shock absorber to minimize  
the cutting impact

special super-strong steel, anvil lever with  
coated surface; corrosion protection 

defined end stop, no overstressing of the  
shock absorber, no injury of the hands

extra flat bolt with exact  
adjustment

solid screw-locking device and  
hardened pivot bolt

LÖWE blade with precise  
ground, coated surface;  
corrosion protection; non-stick

precise, slim counterblade  
with sap groove

Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

LÖWE 31 SmaLL bypaSS LOppErS WIth SLIm cuttInG hEad

The small bypass loppers are particularly suitable for pruning fresh green wood up to a diameter of 30 mm.  

These small bypass loppers bridge the gap between the pruning shears and the big size loppers.

» the slim and pointed cutting head enables to cut shoots very close to their base

» easy cutting in difficult-to-reach areas without harming the plant

» highly durable at lowest weight

» amazingly easy cutting thanks to the precision cutting head

» available in three different lengths: 16”, 20” and 24”

» ideal for cutting vine branches, bushes etc.

All spare parts of the LÖWE 31 models can be found on page 57.

LÖWE 31.040
Small bypass loppers with slim cutting head, length: 40 cm, 16” 

••• ••• •••••• •••

40 cm | 16 “ 30 mm | 1 1/5 “605 g

LÖWE 31.050
Small bypass loppers with slim cutting head, length: 50 cm, 20” 

••• ••• •••••• •••

50 cm | 20 “ 30 mm | 1 1/5 “670 g

LÖWE 31.060
Small bypass loppers with slim cutting head, length: 60 cm, 24” 

••• ••• •••••• •••

60 cm | 24 “ 30 mm | 1 1/5 “740 g
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

1.101 ANVIL PRUNER standard
without plastic handles 29,25

1.102
Anniversary Edition
ANVIL PRUNER standard
without plastic handles, decorated with ornaments

30,50

1.104 ANVIL PRUNER standard 31,20

1.107 ANVIL PRUNER standard
with handles curved inwards 31,20

1.109 ANVIL PRUNER standard 
with rotating handle 40,70 

Spare parts

1001/B Blade LÖWE 1,
1 piece in a blister 9,25

1001 Blade LÖWE 1, 5 pieces in a box 8,55

1002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 1,90

1002/B Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 with screw and 
sleeve in a blister, including: 1002 + 1006 3,05

1003 Spring with screw and nut 1,50

1004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

1004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

1005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

1009 Fastener 1,05

1019 Fastener black 1,05

1007 Set spare parts LÖWE 1 in a blister, 
including: 1001 + 1002 + 1003 + 1005 + 1006 13,00  

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

1.101 1.102 1.104

1.107 1.109

1001/B 1001 1002

1002/B 1003 1004/04

 
1004/07 1005 1006

1009 1019 1007

1011

LÖWE 1 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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1.101 ANVIL PRUNER standard
without plastic handles 29,25

1.102
Anniversary Edition
ANVIL PRUNER standard
without plastic handles, decorated with ornaments

30,50

1.104 ANVIL PRUNER standard 31,20

1.107 ANVIL PRUNER standard
with handles curved inwards 31,20

1.109 ANVIL PRUNER standard 
with rotating handle 40,70 

Spare parts

1001/B Blade LÖWE 1,
1 piece in a blister 9,25

1001 Blade LÖWE 1, 5 pieces in a box 8,55

1002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 1,90

1002/B Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 with screw and 
sleeve in a blister, including: 1002 + 1006 3,05

1003 Spring with screw and nut 1,50

1004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

1004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

1005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

1009 Fastener 1,05

1019 Fastener black 1,05

1007 Set spare parts LÖWE 1 in a blister, 
including: 1001 + 1002 + 1003 + 1005 + 1006 13,00  

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

1.101 1.102 1.104

1.107 1.109

1001/B 1001 1002

1002/B 1003 1004/04

 
1004/07 1005 1006

1009 1019 1007

1011

LÖWE 1 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau

4

2001/B Blade LÖWE 2, 
1 piece in a blister 9,40

2001 Blade LÖWE 2, 5 pieces in a box 8,80

1002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 1,90

1002/B Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 with screw and 
sleeve in a blister, including: 1002 + 1006 3,05

1003 Spring with screw and nut 1,50

1004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

1004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

1005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

1009 Fastener 1,05

2008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

2007 Set spare parts LÖWE 2 in a blister,
including: 2001 + 1002 + 1003 + 1005 + 1006 13,40

2.104 ANVIL PRUNER
with adjustable handle width 33,85

2.107
ANVIL PRUNER
with adjustable handle width,
with handles curved inwards

33,85

2001/B 2001 1002

1002/B 1003 1004/04

1004/07 1005 1006

1009 2008 2007

2.104 2.107

Spare parts

LÖWE 2 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

5

Einhand-Scheren    Astscheren    Zubehör & Werbematerial

2001/B Blade LÖWE 2, 
1 piece in a blister 9,40

2001 Blade LÖWE 2, 5 pieces in a box 8,80

1002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 1,90

1002/B Anvil (base) LÖWE 1/2 with screw and 
sleeve in a blister, including: 1002 + 1006 3,05

1003 Spring with screw and nut 1,50

1004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

1004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

1005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

1009 Fastener 1,05

2008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

2007 Set spare parts LÖWE 2 in a blister,
including: 2001 + 1002 + 1003 + 1005 + 1006 13,40

2.104 ANVIL PRUNER
with adjustable handle width 33,85

2.107
ANVIL PRUNER
with adjustable handle width,
with handles curved inwards

33,85

2001/B 2001 1002

1002/B 1003 1004/04

1004/07 1005 1006

1009 2008 2007

2.104 2.107

Spare parts

LÖWE 2 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

5

Einhand-Scheren    Astscheren    Zubehör & Werbematerial
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

5.104 small ANVIL PRUNER 25,70

5.107 small ANVIL PRUNER
with handles curved inwards 25,70

5.109 small ANVIL PRUNER
with rotating handle 35,50

5.124 small ANVIL PRUNER 
with pointed blade 26,20

5.127
small ANVIL PRUNER 
with pointed blade 
with handles curved inwards

26,20

Spare parts

5001/B Blade LÖWE 5,
1 piece in a blister 7,90

5001 Blade LÖWE 5, 5 pieces in a box 7,40

5021/B Blade LÖWE 5 pointed,
1 piece in a blister 8,20

5021 Blade LÖWE 5 pointed, 5 pieces in a box 7,70

5002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 5 1,90

5022 Anvil (base) LÖWE 5 pointed 2,10

5003 Spring with screw and nut 1,40

5004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

5004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

5005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

5007 Set spare parts LÖWE 5 in a blister,
including: 5001 + 5002 + 5003 + 5005 + 1006 12,85

5027 Set spare parts LÖWE 5 pointed in a blister,
including: 5021 + 5022 + 5003 + 5005 + 1006 13,40

5009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

5.104 5.107 5.109

5.124 5.127

5001/B 5001 5021/B

5021 5002 5022

5003 5004/04 5004/07

5005 1006 5007

5027 5009 1011

LÖWE 5 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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5.104 small ANVIL PRUNER 25,70

5.107 small ANVIL PRUNER
with handles curved inwards 25,70

5.109 small ANVIL PRUNER
with rotating handle 35,50

5.124 small ANVIL PRUNER 
with pointed blade 26,20

5.127
small ANVIL PRUNER 
with pointed blade 
with handles curved inwards

26,20

Spare parts

5001/B Blade LÖWE 5,
1 piece in a blister 7,90

5001 Blade LÖWE 5, 5 pieces in a box 7,40

5021/B Blade LÖWE 5 pointed,
1 piece in a blister 8,20

5021 Blade LÖWE 5 pointed, 5 pieces in a box 7,70

5002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 5 1,90

5022 Anvil (base) LÖWE 5 pointed 2,10

5003 Spring with screw and nut 1,40

5004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,30

5004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,30

5005 Bolt with sleeve and nut 1,45

1006 Screws with sleeve for anvil 0,90

5007 Set spare parts LÖWE 5 in a blister,
including: 5001 + 5002 + 5003 + 5005 + 1006 12,85

5027 Set spare parts LÖWE 5 pointed in a blister,
including: 5021 + 5022 + 5003 + 5005 + 1006 13,40

5009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

5.104 5.107 5.109

5.124 5.127

5001/B 5001 5021/B

5021 5002 5022

5003 5004/04 5004/07

5005 1006 5007

5027 5009 1011

LÖWE 5 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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Spare parts

6001/B Blade LÖWE 6,
1 piece in a blister 9,70

6001 Blade LÖWE 6, 5 pieces in a box 9,10

6002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 6 with screw 1,95

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
including: Washers, nuts, bolt  5,00

6007 Set spare parts LÖWE 6 in a blister,
including: 6001 + 6002 + 6003 12,00

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw,
in a blister 10,95

6.104
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

39,70

6.107
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

39,70

6.109
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

48,45

6001/B 6001 6002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 6007 6008

6009 1011

6.104 6.107 6.109

LÖWE 6 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

7

Einhand-Scheren    Astscheren    Zubehör & Werbematerial

Spare parts

6001/B Blade LÖWE 6,
1 piece in a blister 9,70

6001 Blade LÖWE 6, 5 pieces in a box 9,10

6002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 6 with screw 1,95

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
including: Washers, nuts, bolt  5,00

6007 Set spare parts LÖWE 6 in a blister,
including: 6001 + 6002 + 6003 12,00

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw,
in a blister 10,95

6.104
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

39,70

6.107
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

39,70

6.109
ANVIL PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

48,45

6001/B 6001 6002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 6007 6008

6009 1011

6.104 6.107 6.109

LÖWE 6 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

7

Einhand-Scheren    Astscheren    Zubehör & Werbematerial
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

Spare parts

7001/B Blade LÖWE 7,
1 piece in a blister 9,55

7001 Blade LÖWE 7, 5 pieces in a box 9,00

7002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 7 with screw 2,00

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

7007 Set spare parts LÖWE 7 in a blister,
Including: 7001 + 7002 + 6003 12,00

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

7.104
ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

38,85

7.107

ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

38,85

7.109

ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

47,45

7001/B 7001 7002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 7007 6008

6009 1011

7.104 7.107 7.109

LÖWE 7 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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Spare parts

7001/B Blade LÖWE 7,
1 piece in a blister 9,55

7001 Blade LÖWE 7, 5 pieces in a box 9,00

7002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 7 with screw 2,00

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

7007 Set spare parts LÖWE 7 in a blister,
Including: 7001 + 7002 + 6003 12,00

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

7.104
ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

38,85

7.107

ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

38,85

7.109

ANVIL PRUNER with short cutting head 
and curved blade, 
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

47,45

7001/B 7001 7002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 7007 6008

6009 1011

7.104 7.107 7.109

LÖWE 7 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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Spare parts

8001/B Blade LÖWE 8,
1 piece in a blister 10,65

8001 Blade LÖWE 8, 5 pieces in a box 10,05

8002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 8 with screw 2,15

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

8007 Set spare parts LÖWE 8 in a blister,
Including: 8001 + 8002 + 6003 13,20

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

8.104
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

41,50

8.107
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

41,50

8.109
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

50,00

8001/B 8001 8002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 8007 6008

6009 1011

8.104 8.107 8.109

LÖWE 8 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Spare parts

8001/B Blade LÖWE 8,
1 piece in a blister 10,65

8001 Blade LÖWE 8, 5 pieces in a box 10,05

8002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 8 with screw 2,15

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

8007 Set spare parts LÖWE 8 in a blister,
Including: 8001 + 8002 + 6003 13,20

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

8.104
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

41,50

8.107
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

41,50

8.109
ANVIL PRUNER with curved blade
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

50,00

8001/B 8001 8002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 8007 6008

6009 1011

8.104 8.107 8.109

LÖWE 8 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

Spare parts

15.001 Blade LÖWE 15,
1 piece in a blister 11,20

15.002 Anvil LÖWE 15, with screw 1,95

14.003 Spiral spring, LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,65

14.004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04, 
with screws 2,55

14.004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07, 
with screws 2,55

14.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut 2,55

15.007 Set spare parts LÖWE 15 in a blister,
Including: 15.001 + 15.002 + 14.003 + 14.005 + 14.008 15,30

14.008 Shock absorber (1 pair) 1,20

14.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,70

15.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 15,
1 piece in a blister 7,15

15.104 ANVIL PRUNER compact
with curved blade 25,50

15.107
ANVIL PRUNER compact
with curved blade,
with handles curved inwards

25,50

15.001 15.002 14.003

14.004/04 14.004/07 14.005

15.007 14.008 14.009

15.013

15.104 15.107

LÖWE 15 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Spare parts

9001/B Blade LÖWE 9,
1 piece in a blister 10,50

9001 Blade LÖWE 9, 5 pieces in a box 9,90

9002 Counterblade LÖWE 9,
1 piece in a blister 17,50

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

9007 Set spare parts LÖWE 9 in a blister,
Including: 9001 + 6003 11,55

9008 Shock absorber with screw + washer 1,85

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95 

9.104
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

44,80

9.107
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

44,80

9.109
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

53,45

9001/B 9001 9002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 9007 9008

6008 6009 1011

9.104 9.107 9.109

LÖWE 9 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Spare parts

15.001 Blade LÖWE 15,
1 piece in a blister 11,20

15.002 Anvil LÖWE 15, with screw 1,95

14.003 Spiral spring, LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,65

14.004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04, 
with screws 2,55

14.004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07, 
with screws 2,55

14.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut 2,55

15.007 Set spare parts LÖWE 15 in a blister,
Including: 15.001 + 15.002 + 14.003 + 14.005 + 14.008 15,30

14.008 Shock absorber (1 pair) 1,20

14.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,70

15.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 15,
1 piece in a blister 7,15

15.104 ANVIL PRUNER compact
with curved blade 25,50

15.107
ANVIL PRUNER compact
with curved blade,
with handles curved inwards

25,50

15.001 15.002 14.003

14.004/04 14.004/07 14.005

15.007 14.008 14.009

15.013

15.104 15.107

LÖWE 15 | ANVIL PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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Spare parts

9001/B Blade LÖWE 9,
1 piece in a blister 10,50

9001 Blade LÖWE 9, 5 pieces in a box 9,90

9002 Counterblade LÖWE 9,
1 piece in a blister 17,50

6003 Spring 1,45

6004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04 2,35

6004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07 2,35

6005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: Washers, nuts, bolt 5,00

9007 Set spare parts LÖWE 9 in a blister,
Including: 9001 + 6003 11,55

9008 Shock absorber with screw + washer 1,85

6008 Adjusting screw for variable handle width 0,75

6009 Fastener with bolt and nut 1,05

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95 

9.104
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width

44,80

9.107
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with handles curved inwards

44,80

9.109
BYPASS PRUNER
easily replaceable blade, 
adjustable handle width, 
with rotating handle

53,45

9001/B 9001 9002

6003 6004/04 6004/07

6005 9007 9008

6008 6009 1011

9.104 9.107 9.109

LÖWE 9 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

11.104 BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight 35,20

11.109
BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight, 
with rotating handle

46,80

12.104 small BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight 32,55

12.109
small BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight, 
with rotating handle

44,25

Spare parts

11.001 Blade LÖWE 11,
1 piece in a blister 12,85

11.002 Counterblade LÖWE 11,
1 piece in a blister 12,25

12.001 Blade LÖWE 12,
1 piece in a blister 12,25

12.002 Counterblade LÖWE 12,
1 piece in a blister 11,70

11.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,70

14.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 11 0,65

11.004 Pair of handles 9,50

12.004 Pair of handles 9,50

11.005 Bearing in a blister 
Including: bolts, nuts 2,65

11.006 Handle mounting: 4 pairs of nuts + bolts 1,85

11.007
Set spare parts LÖWE 11 in a blister,
Including: 11.001 + 11.003 + 11.005 
+ 11.006 (2 pairs) + 11.008

17,40

12.007
Set spare parts LÖWE 12 in a blister,
Including: 12.001 + 11.003 + 11.005 
+ 11.006 (2 pairs) + 11.008

16,80

11.008 Shock absorber 0,60

11.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,75

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

11.104 11.109

12.104 12.109

11.001 11.002 12.001

12.002 11.003 14.003

11.004 12.004 11.005

11.006 11.007 12.007

11.008 11.009 1011

LÖWE 11, 12 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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11.104 BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight 35,20

11.109
BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight, 
with rotating handle

46,80

12.104 small BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight 32,55

12.109
small BYPASS PRUNER 
with extremely light weight, 
with rotating handle

44,25

Spare parts

11.001 Blade LÖWE 11,
1 piece in a blister 12,85

11.002 Counterblade LÖWE 11,
1 piece in a blister 12,25

12.001 Blade LÖWE 12,
1 piece in a blister 12,25

12.002 Counterblade LÖWE 12,
1 piece in a blister 11,70

11.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,70

14.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 11 0,65

11.004 Pair of handles 9,50

12.004 Pair of handles 9,50

11.005 Bearing in a blister 
Including: bolts, nuts 2,65

11.006 Handle mounting: 4 pairs of nuts + bolts 1,85

11.007
Set spare parts LÖWE 11 in a blister,
Including: 11.001 + 11.003 + 11.005 
+ 11.006 (2 pairs) + 11.008

17,40

12.007
Set spare parts LÖWE 12 in a blister,
Including: 12.001 + 11.003 + 11.005 
+ 11.006 (2 pairs) + 11.008

16,80

11.008 Shock absorber 0,60

11.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,75

1011 Rotating handle with screw in a blister 10,95

11.104 11.109

12.104 12.109

11.001 11.002 12.001

12.002 11.003 14.003

11.004 12.004 11.005

11.006 11.007 12.007

11.008 11.009 1011

LÖWE 11, 12 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
LÖWE-Scheren für Wein-, Obst- und Gartenbau
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LÖWE 14, 16 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Spare parts

14.001 Blade LÖWE 14,
1 piece in a blister 11,20

14.002 Counterblade LÖWE 14,
1 piece in a blister 9,20

16.001 Blade LÖWE 16,
1 piece in a blister 12,00

16.002 Counterblade LÖWE 16,
1 piece in a blister 8,80

16.010 Pair of curved brackets 6,20

14.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,65

14.004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04, 
with screws 2,55

14.004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07, 
with screws 2,55

14.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut 2,55

14.007 Set spare parts LÖWE 14 in a blister,
Including: 14.001 + 14.003 + 14.005 + 14.008 13,25

14.008 Shock absorber (1 pair) 1,20

14.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,70

14.001 14.002 14.003

16.001 16.002 16.010

14.004/04 14.004/07 14.005

14.007 14.008 14.009

14.104 BYPASS PRUNER compact 25,50

14.107 BYPASS PRUNER compact
with handles curved inwards 25,50

16.104 BYPASS PRUNER Cut & Hold 31,75

16.107 BYPASS PRUNER Cut & Hold 
with handles curved inwards 31,75

14.104 14.107

16.104 16.107

13
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LÖWE 14, 16 | BYPASS PRUNERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Spare parts

14.001 Blade LÖWE 14,
1 piece in a blister 11,20

14.002 Counterblade LÖWE 14,
1 piece in a blister 9,20

16.001 Blade LÖWE 16,
1 piece in a blister 12,00

16.002 Counterblade LÖWE 16,
1 piece in a blister 8,80

16.010 Pair of curved brackets 6,20

14.003 Spiral spring LÖWE 12, 14, 15 0,65

14.004/04 Pair of handles for handle type 04, 
with screws 2,55

14.004/07 Pair of handles for handle type 07, 
with screws 2,55

14.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut 2,55

14.007 Set spare parts LÖWE 14 in a blister,
Including: 14.001 + 14.003 + 14.005 + 14.008 13,25

14.008 Shock absorber (1 pair) 1,20

14.009 Fastener + stainless steel spring 0,70

14.001 14.002 14.003

16.001 16.002 16.010

14.004/04 14.004/07 14.005

14.007 14.008 14.009

14.104 BYPASS PRUNER compact 25,50

14.107 BYPASS PRUNER compact
with handles curved inwards 25,50

16.104 BYPASS PRUNER Cut & Hold 31,75

16.107 BYPASS PRUNER Cut & Hold 
with handles curved inwards 31,75

14.104 14.107

16.104 16.107

13
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

20.050 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 65,80

20.065 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 68,40

20.080 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 71,00

20.100 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 100 cm, 39 3/8” 73,60

Spare parts

20.001 Blade LÖWE 20,
1 piece in a blister 21,55

20.002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 20 + screws,
1 piece in a blister 7,10

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

20.008 Closing caps,
1 pair in a blister 3,40

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.011/100 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.100 / 22.100 29,20

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50

20.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 20,
1 piece in a blister 17,10

20.050 20.065

20.080 20.100

20.001 20.002 20.005

20.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.011/100 20.012

20.013

LÖWE 20 | ANVIL LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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20.050 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 65,80

20.065 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 68,40

20.080 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 71,00

20.100 ANVIL LOPPERS standard,
length: 100 cm, 39 3/8” 73,60

Spare parts

20.001 Blade LÖWE 20,
1 piece in a blister 21,55

20.002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 20 + screws,
1 piece in a blister 7,10

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

20.008 Closing caps,
1 pair in a blister 3,40

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.011/100 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.100 / 22.100 29,20

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50

20.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 20,
1 piece in a blister 17,10

20.050 20.065

20.080 20.100

20.001 20.002 20.005

20.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.011/100 20.012

20.013

LÖWE 20 | ANVIL LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Preisliste 01.01.2016 bis 31.12.2016
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21.050 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 70,70

21.065 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 73,30

21.080 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 75,90

Spare parts

21.001 Blade LÖWE 21,
1 piece in a blister 22,10

21.002 Counterblade LÖWE 21,
1 piece in a blister 23,45

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

21.008 Shock absorber,
1 piece in a blister 6,70

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50

21.050 21.065

21.080

21.001 21.002 20.005

21.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.012

LÖWE 21 | BYPASS LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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21.050 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 70,70

21.065 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 73,30

21.080 BYPASS LOPPERS standard, 
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 75,90

Spare parts

21.001 Blade LÖWE 21,
1 piece in a blister 22,10

21.002 Counterblade LÖWE 21,
1 piece in a blister 23,45

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

21.008 Shock absorber,
1 piece in a blister 6,70

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50

21.050 21.065

21.080

21.001 21.002 20.005

21.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.012

LÖWE 21 | BYPASS LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

31.040 31.050

31.060

31.001 31.002 30.005

31.008 30.011/40 30.011/50

30.011/60 30.012

31.040
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 40 cm, 15 1/2”

46,80

31.050
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 50 cm, 19 1/2”

48,80

31.060
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 60 cm, 23 1/2”

50,80

Spare parts

31.001 Blade LÖWE 31,
1 piece in a blister 16,30

31.002 Counterblade LÖWE 31,
1 piece in a blister 17,40

30.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 8,15

31.008 Closing caps, 
1 pair in a blister 6,25

30.011/40 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.040 15,15

30.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.050 17,40

30.011/60 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.060 19,60

30.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 6,55

LÖWE 31 | BYPASS LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Spare parts

22.001 Blade LÖWE 22,
1 piece in a blister 23,80

22.002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 22 + screws, 
1 piece in a blister 7,85

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

20.008 Closing caps,
1 pair in a blister 3,40

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.011/100 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.100 / 22.100 29,20

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50 

22.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 22, 
1 piece in a blister 17,65

22.001 22.002 20.005

20.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.011/100 20.012

22.013

22.050 22.065

22.080 22.100

22.050 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade, 
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 70,80

22.065 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 73,40

22.080 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 76,00

22.100 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 100 cm, 39 3/8” 78,60

LÖWE 22 | ANVIL LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Spare parts

22.001 Blade LÖWE 22,
1 piece in a blister 23,80

22.002 Anvil (base) LÖWE 22 + screws, 
1 piece in a blister 7,85

20.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 9,25

20.008 Closing caps,
1 pair in a blister 3,40

20.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.050 / 21.050 / 22.050 20,50

20.011/65 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.065 / 21.065 / 22.065 23,40

20.011/80 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.080 / 21.080 / 22.080 26,40

20.011/100 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 20.100 / 22.100 29,20

20.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 3,50 

22.013 Anvil lever LÖWE 22, 
1 piece in a blister 17,65

22.001 22.002 20.005

20.008 20.011/50 20.011/65

20.011/80 20.011/100 20.012

22.013

22.050 22.065

22.080 22.100

22.050 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade, 
length: 50 cm, 19 5/8” 70,80

22.065 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 65 cm, 25 5/8” 73,40

22.080 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 80 cm, 31 1/2” 76,00

22.100 ANVIL LOPPERS with curved blade,
length: 100 cm, 39 3/8” 78,60

LÖWE 22 | ANVIL LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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31.040 31.050

31.060

31.001 31.002 30.005

31.008 30.011/40 30.011/50

30.011/60 30.012

31.040
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 40 cm, 15 1/2”

46,80

31.050
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 50 cm, 19 1/2”

48,80

31.060
BYPASS LOPPERS small
with a slim cutting head 
length: 60 cm, 23 1/2”

50,80

Spare parts

31.001 Blade LÖWE 31,
1 piece in a blister 16,30

31.002 Counterblade LÖWE 31,
1 piece in a blister 17,40

30.005 Bearing in a blister,
Including: bolt, nut, locking plate and screw 8,15

31.008 Closing caps, 
1 pair in a blister 6,25

30.011/40 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.040 15,15

30.011/50 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.050 17,40

30.011/60 Pair of handle tubes
LÖWE 31.060 19,60

30.012 Screws for handle tubes,
1 set (4 pieces) in a blister 6,55

LÖWE 31 | BYPASS LOPPERS  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code
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Anvil pruning shears     Bypass pruning shears     Loppers     Spare parts and accessories

0021 Sharpener 25,75

9940 Leather pruner pouch, 
with metal-clip 16,30

0021 9940

9936

9933 9922 9925

9929 9937 9912

9951 9957 9921

LÖWE | Accessories  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

LÖWE | Promotion materials  Item No. Description Price in € VAT excl. EAN-Code

Banner, 
different styles
to select
dimension: 500 x 1800 mm

19,40

9933 Flyer gardening tools 0,10

9922 Flyer display
including 50 pieces of fl yer 3,70

9925 Sample case for gardening tools
16 spaces, without content 127,85

9929 Brochure gardening tools 1,10

9937 Small selling display
dimension: 420 x 845 mm, 30 pruners 63,40

9912 Big selling display 
dimension: 800 x 2000 mm, max. 126 pruners 193,45

9951 Testbox „LÖWE” 61,25

9957 Advertising panel
dimension: 385 x 90 mm 7,30

9921 Advertising panel
dimension: 750 x 172 mm 9,65

No discounts available for promotion materials.
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SaLES prESEntatIOn

Sales displays for LÖWE pruning shears and loppers
Use our materials for presenting our products to your customers. We would be happy to advise you on the various possibilities 
available or work with you to develop individual solutions. 

Supplier information and publisher
Gebr. Schröder GmbH · Wischhofstr. 1–3 · D-24148 Kiel
Tel. +49 (0)431 600 549 0 · Fax +49 (0)431 600 549 29
e-mail info@original-loewe.de · www.original-lowe.com

Photos: Gebr. Schröder GmbH, Oliver Franke · www.foto-oliverfranke.de, Münchow Industriefotos · Layout/Design: media4motion Werbeagentur GmbH · www.media4motion.com

Managing Director: Randolph Schröder
Commercial register: Kiel district court 
HRB 1931 · Tax ID 19297 0323 5
VAT ID DE134 877 364

Sizes and weights rounded to the nearest unit. All illustrations are non- 
binding. Subject to change and correction. Our General Terms and Condi- 
tions hereby apply. These can be viewed online at www.original-lowe.com
May only be reproduced with the publisher’s permission.
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You're interested in our Original LÖWE pruning 
shears or you have any questions? We will gladly  
answer all your questions on the phone +49 (0) 431 
600 549 0 or via e-mail: info@original-loewe.de

quality prevails. Original LÖWE, made  
in Germany since 1923 – only the best for  
your garden!

Gebr. Schröder Gmbh
Wischhofstr. 1-3 · D-24148 Kiel
fon  +49 (0) 431 600 549 0
fax  +49 (0) 431 600 549 29
info@original-loewe.de 

www.original-lowe.com

find us on facebook: Original LoeweYour Original LÖWE dealer

LÖWE 16 
cut & hOLd rOSES and fLOWErS prunInG ShEarS

SpEcIaL prunErS WIth „cut & hOLd“ functIOn fOr appLIcatIOnS  
In rOSES and OthEr fLOWErS

These pruners with Cut & Hold function combine a finest precision pruning with solid hold function after cutting. 
Stable clamping jaws hold the flower stem securely for taking out the flower off the bed and present it or place to 
store. Very useful in rose-production. Available in two different handle shapes for regular or smaller hand sizes.

LÖWE 16.104 
Standard handle shape

LÖWE 16.107 
With handle curved inwards

nEW


